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WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE
AGENDA
MEETING NOTICE: Monday, January 26, 1998
Room 107 CH
3:30 p.m.
ORDER OF BUSINESS:
I. Call of the Meeting to Order
II.

Informal Statements and Proposals

III.

Approval of the Minutes

IV.

President's Report

V. Committee Reports

•

VI . Old Business
VII. New Business A.
B.
C.

(see JS' orange attachment for Executive Committee discussion topics)
University Policy Statement re: E-Mail (lemon attachment)
North Central Accreditation report (distributed to all senators 1218)
Metropolitan University/Advantage discussion (orange attachment+
report from Academic Affairs Committee, attached to 12/8 agenda)

VIII. As May Arise
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
William Terrell
President
Vice President
Jean Eaglesfield
Secretary
Christopher Brooks
President Elect
Elmer Hoyer
Donna Hawley
Past President
ELECTED BY THE SENATE
Deborah Baxter
Tina Bennett
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT
Donald Byrum

3220
5073
6194
6314
5724

Box78
Box68
Box14
Box44
Box41

3103
6694

Box53
Box14

3551

Box67
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DISCUSSION TOPICS FROM THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
1. North Central Accreditation report:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Resource Allocation tied to Academic Planning
Replacement Planning regarding Large Number of Retiring Faculty
Academic Information access and University Academic Computing Budget
Faculty/Administration Governance issues:
1. Lack of Shared governance
2. Lack of faculty participation in planning
3. Little recognition given to primary role of Faculty in certain issues

2. Metropolitan University / Advantaee discussion:

•

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
1.

J.

•

Re-confirm the 1995 Mission Statement for Wichita State University
Available Academic Programs
Off Campus satellite instructional sites
Diversity and International student composition
Demography of Students
1. Part time vs Full time
2. Students: age, family responsibilities, job responsibilities
Level of Instruction - Upper division, Graduate
Recognition of State, Region, Metropolitan service / research
Applied Metropolitan research and funding from metropolitan agencies
Agreements between Wichita State University and other Metropolitan post-secondary
educational institutions
Faculty focus on metropolitan geography: scope of instruction I research/ service
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Office of the General Counsel &
Associate to the President
201 Morrison Hall
· Wichita State University

MEMORANDUM

•

TO:

Bob Hull, President, Unclassified Professional Senate
Ellen Hom, President, Classified Senate
Jessica Greis, President, Student Government Association
Bill Terrell, President, Faculty Senate

FROM:

Ted D.

RE:

University~tatement/E-mail

DATE:

Wednesday, December 10, 1997

Ayre,]v.12_ 0:7,._..___

Please find enclosed herewith a draft copy of a University policy statement with regard to the use
of University information technology systems relative to E-mail. I have written this policy
statement in collaboration and consultation with Gary Ott and it has been preliminarily reviewed
by the President's Executive Council.
I hope that you will find the policy self-explanatory. It is intended to set forth some general rules
and procedures with regard to the use of E-mail and to provide some information relative to the
technical nature of the system.
I am now forwarding the draft copy to each of you, representing your particular constituency,
asking for review and comments. In recognition of the holiday break, I would ask that you
forward your comments and suggestions to me by February 1, 1998.
If you have any questions about the intent of the policy or its implementation/promulgation,
please feel free to contact me. Thank you for your anticipated assistance.
cc:

•

Eugene M. Hughes
Bobby Patton
Gary Ott
Jasper Schad, w/attachment

Ted D. Ayres
316) WSU-3001
(316) WSU-3093, Telefacsimile Number
ted@wsuhub.uc.twsu.edu

.,
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Wichita State University
Policies and Procedures Manual
Initiating
Authority:

General Counsel

Accountability:

Vice President for Academic Affairs

Purpose:

To state University policy with regard to the use of
University information technology systems relative to
E-mail

I.

Preamble
Technology resources provided by Wichita State University are made available to
students, faculty, staff and others primarily as tools for enhancing and facilitating
teaching, learning, scholarly research, communications and the operation and
administration of the University. Uses which are not directly related to these
purposes shall be considered secondary activities and should such secondary
activities in any way interfere with the primary activities may be terminated
immediately. Access to and usage of such resources is a privilege and is not a
right~ it is therefore deemed appropriate and necessary that certain guidelines for
the usage of the E-mail component of the University's technology resources be set
forth and explained.
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II.

Policy Statement
1. Computers and other electronic media are the property of Wichita State
University and should only be used to benefit, enhance and in furtherance of the
mission of the University.
2. By using Univer~ity-supplied information technology facilities and resources,
individuals and other entities agree to abide by all applicable policies and
procedures adopted by the University, the Kansas Board of Regents, the state of
Kansas, and the usage guidelines of other networks linked to the University's
networks or computer systems.
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3. By using University-supplied information technology facilities and resources,
individuals and other entities agree to abide by and/or with current state and
federal laws, including, but not limited to those relating to trademarks, service
marks and copyright, defamation and discrimination.

•

4. Users should understand that E-mail transmissions are considered to be
non-confidential communications. E-mail transmissions may be subject to
disclosure through legal proceedings or otherwise through various laws which
may be held to apply to such transmissions.

•

5. Users should understand that authorized University personnel must have
unrestricted access to E-mail and related information stored on University owned
equipment. This access is required for reasons that include retrieving businessrelated information, trouble-shooting hardware and software problems, preventing
unauthorized access and system misuse, assuring compliance with software
distribution policies, and complying with legal and regulatory requests for
information.
6. Users should understand that access to the University's information technology
resources is a privilege which may be terminated at any time.
7. Users should understand that delivery of E-mail cannot be assured and that recovery
of lost E-mail may not be possible.
8. Users should respect the right of privacy of others and E-mail should not be
used to harass, intimidate or interfere with the work of the recipients of E-mail.
9. Users should refrain from acts that waste resources and prevent others from making
appropriate usage of E-mail.
10. E-mail should not be used for private or commercial gain, posting of chain
letters, posting or mailing of obscene materials, game playing, representing
oneself electronically as another user, or configuring hardware or software to
intentionally allow access by unauthorized users.
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11. Users should understand that the University's information t~chnology resources
are intended to facilitate the work of the University and personal usage by Users
should be limited and should not interfere with or delay University matters.

III.

Implementation
The Executive Director of University Computing shall have primary
responsibility for the publication and implementation of this University policy.

IV.

Effective Date

Eugene M. Hughes, President

.
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, Metropolitian Advantage

I
•

http://www.twsu.edu/-ucwww/aametro.html

Declaration of Metropolitan Universities

A

A number of presidents of metropolitan universities have signed the following
declaration ...

We, the leaders of metropolitan universities and colleges, embracing the historical
values and principles which define all universi ties and colleges, and which make
our institutions major intellec tual resources for their metropolitan regions,
• reaffirm that the creation, interpretation, dissemination, and appli cation of knowledge are the
fundamental functions of our universi ties;
• assert and accept a broadened responsibility to bring these func tions to bear on the needs of our
metropolitan regions;
• commit our institutions to be responsive to the needs of our metro politan areas by seeking new
ways of using our human and physi cal resources to provide leadership in addressing metropolitan
problems, through teaching, research, and professional service.

Our teaching must:

•

• educate individuals to be informed and effective citizens, as well as capable practitioners of
professions and occupations;
• be adapted to the particular needs of metropolitan students, includ ing minorities and other
underserved groups, adults of all ages, and the place-bound;
• combine research-based knowledge with practical application and experience, using the best current
technology and pedagogical techniques .

Our research must:
• seek and exploit opportunities for linking basic investigation with practical application, and for
creating synergistic interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary scholarly partnerships for attacking
complex metropolitan problems, while meeting the highest scholarly stan <lards of the academic
community.

Our professional service must include:
• development of creative partnerships with public and private enterprises that ensure that the
intellectual resources of our institutions are fully engaged with such enterprises in mutually
beneficial ways;
• close working relationships with the elementary and secondary schools of our metropolitan regions,
aimed at maximizing the effectiveness of the entire metropolitan education system, from preschool
through post-doctoral levels;
• the _fullest possible contributions to the cultural life and general quality of life of our metropolitan
reg10ns .
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http://www.twsu.edu/-inaudit/chl_02.htm

. l i c i e s & Procedures
1.02 Mission, Role, and Scope of Wichita State University
Wichita State University is committed to providing comprehensive educational opportunities in an urban
setting. Through teaching, scholarship and public service the university seeks to equip both students and
the larger community with the educational and cultural tools they need to thrive in a complex world, and
to achieve both individual responsibility in their own lives and effective citizenship in the local, national
and global community.
High quality teaching and learning are fundamental goals in all undergraduate, graduate and continuing
education programs. Building on a strong tradition in the arts and sciences, the university offers
programs in business, education, engineering, fine arts, and health professions, as well as in the liberal
arts and sciences. Degree programs range from the associate to the doctoral level and encompass
seventy-five fields of study; non-degree programs are designed to meet the specialized educational and
training needs of individuals and organizations in south central Kansas.
·
Scholarship, including research, creative activity, and artistic performance, is designed to advance the
university's goals of providing high quality instruction, making original contributions to knowledge and
human understanding, and serving as an agent of community service. This activity is a basic expectation
of all faculty members at Wichita State University.

•

Public and community service activities seek to foster the cultural, economic and social development of
a diverse metropolitan community and of the State of Kansas. The university's service constituency
includes artistic and cultural agencies, business and industry, and community, educational,
governmental, health, and labor organizations.
Wichita State University pursues its mission utilizing the human diversity of Wichita, the state's largest
metropolitan community, and its many cultural, economic and social resources. The university faculty
and professional staff are committed to the highest ideals of teaching, scholarship and public service, as
the university strives to be a comprehensive, metropolitan university of national stature.
Kansas Board ofRegents, Policy and Procedures Manual (1995 edition), page 4H
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE - January 26, 1998
MEMBERS PRESENT: Alagic, Baxter, Bennett, Benson, Born, Brooks, Bums;Byrum,
Campbell, Cheraghi, Coffman, DeLillo, DeSilva, Eaglesfield, Gythiel, Hawley, Hemans,
Hodson, Hoyer, Huntley, Kraft, Lancaster, Mandt, McHugh, Miller, Murphey, Papanicolaou,
Patton, Pfannenstiel, Rogers, Rokosz, Schommer, Skinner, Stevenson, Sutterlin, Swan, Terrell,
Toops, Trechak, York, Zettle
MEMBERS ABSENT: Armstrong, Bajaj, Celestin, Chandler, Davis, Hill, Leavitt, Naylor,
Palmiotto, Pickard, Sharp, Stone, Talia, Woods, Yenne
SUMMARY OF ACTION:
1. Re-Affirmed/Endorsed the WSU Declaration of Mission, Role and Scope adopted
1992
I. CALL TO ORDER: President Terrell called the meeting to order at 3 :30 p.m.
II. INFORMAL STATEMENT AND PROPOSALS: Senator Murphy summarized the COCAO
report on Intellectual Property as a "splendid" and "well-written report." VP AA Patton noted that the
report had been prepared by Provost Shulenburger of KU

•

•

III. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES: The minutes of 12-8-97, were approved as submitted .

IV. PRESIDENT' S REPORT:
President Terrell summarized the process by which the Regents were given numerous reactions
to the Intellectual Property draft. A report was synthesized from the COFSP, COCOA, the Student
Advisory Group and the BOR attorneys involved with significant unanimity and presented to the BOR at
the January meeting. No upheaval is anticipated and common sense seems to have prevailed. The patent
policy remains the same as does Work-for-Hire. The main emphasis will be on Internet software and
Distance Education
Thursday is the deadline for At-Large Senate member nominations.
He also noted that the Regents are working on a 3-5 year plan for salary improvements. Salaries
at Regent institutions are considered poor and the rate of resignations is high.
VPAA Patton announced that the Masters in Social Work has been approved and
that other degree proposals are in the works, including a Management of Information Systems BA and a
BFA in Music Theater.
VPAA Patton amused the senate with a "questions that should never be asked" anecdote
concerning gifts to faculty. According to the State, gifts received should not exceed a $40 value, but this
was questioned by a Fort Hays senator noting text books. According to the Kansas Attorney General this
policy extends to books, and suggested that texts valued at $40-plus cannot become property of a faculty
member. Options are to treat the text as departmental property or to give them to students. Kraft asked if
book-buyers' buyback prices cannot be used as market value; Byrum asked about long-term loans of the
books to the people who use them.

V. COMMITTEE REPORTS: Senator Byrum announced that the Senate Planning & Budget
Committee meets January 27 1h., 3:30 p.m.
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VI. OLD BUSINESS: NONE

VII: NEW BUSINESS:
A: University Policy Statement re: E-Mail: Senator Hoyer pointed out a number of wording
problems in the E-mail policy draft and asked that the following changes be made: Sec. II, 1, "only" be
changed to "primarily" concerning e-mail use, Sec. II, 5, he questioned the meaning of "authorized
university personnel" and "unrestricted", citing possible invasion of privacy matters, Sec. II, 6, he asked
about the "privilege" granted to "rescind" e-mail privileges "at any time.", that there should be some right
of appeal. He also question could crucial information ever be encrypted? Hoyer also asked about local
area networks and questioned what processes are involved if a violation of the policy occurs. Swan
suggested that Sec. 4 and 5 seem to function as a type of censorship warning. Stevenson noted that 5 also
seemed to violate due process. Lancaster wondered if this could lead to any university-owned equipment
being subject to some kind of administrative review. Skinner pointed out that the Preamble of the policy
and item 10 seem to contradict each other concerning the nature and goals of consultation. Hoyer
wondered what this policy is really about--what brought it into being? Mandt asked about the
consultation process involved in preparing this draft, with whom did Ted Ayres speak? Skinner noted
that the university needs a policy that restricts systems administrators, too. Terrell and Hoyer will draft a
reply to this policy.

•
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B. North Central Accreditation report--Hoyer cited a theme that runs throughout the NCA report
involves the lack of a participatory process at WSU. Swan suggested that the senate use the NCA report
as evidence of problems and as a negotiation point. Hoyer pointed out inequalities in certain systems:
some are growing while many suffer cutbacks. How is this so? Burns also sensed an over-balance toward
Engineering, where graduate enrollment is up but undergraduate numbers are down. Hawley summarized
the report as one pointing toward a lack of academic planning throughout.
C. Metropolitan University/Advantage discussion. Terrell noted that the Vision 2020 policy
and its suggestions concerning effectiveness measures and resource usage has fueled a desire to re-define
the university and left us "drawn into this metropolitan advantage plan." Technological demands also
fuel this push, but how is WSU more metropolitan than KSU or KU? Hoyer noted that the Strategic
Plan Draft started the confusion over what "metropolitan" really means and how it applies to WSU
programs. He then moved that the senate reaffirm/endorse the WSU declaration of Mission, Role, and
Scope (1992/95). Lancaster seconded this motion. The motion was then unanimously supported by the
senate vote.
Mandt pointed out that we may have a "metropolitan dis-advantage because of 1. remedial work
done with students, 2. part-timers, 3. adult students, and 4. cultural diversity, and 5. most students are
some what disconnected from campus, and that long-term degree pursuits are part of WSU's reality, one
which differs greatly from the academic systems of KU or KSU. Stevenson noted that marginal students
are a fact of life at WSU. Swan mentioned those students who pursue only one discipline and not a full
degree. Hoyer noted that WSU students fall outside of the measure of academic worth established by
traditional views because many pursue degrees beyond a 4-6 year plan. Campbell noted that WSU is a
small part of a larger city, not the bulk of a smaller city. Baxter alerted the senate to the idea that we do
a better job ofretaining poor students than we do of weeding out those who cannot succeed: she
suggested that we are so sensitive to students' wants that we are not brave enough to tell some students
that they are not college material. Bennett assented by saying we tend to "retain at any cost" even the
poorest of performers. Mandt suggested that the basic 120-hour, 4-year plan is not for WSU.
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Terrell suggested the current debate over WSU's "metropolitan" situation is not so new and read
from a article in the Jan/Feb. '98 issue of Academe which quoted a 1934 article about WSU President
Jardine and his announcement ofa new program at WSU based on the idea that students, regents, and
alumni of WSU come from the local area and because of this, the professors responsibilities would not
end in the classroom, but would carry into the community and would require that they become integrated
with the business men of the community and recruit students. This article noted that two English
teachers had been dismissed because they had failed to recruit enough students.
On that humorous note, the meeting adjourned at 4:54.
Respectfully submitted,
Christopher Brooks, Secretary
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